Circle the word that has the same meaning.

1. a tool with many stiff hairs that is used for cleaning, smoothing, or painting something
   
   comb   soap   brush   toothpaste

2. to wrinkle the forehead to show anger, unhappiness, or confusion
   
   grin   frown   smile   approve

3. to make or manufacture
   
   break   destroy   hide   produce

4. to throw back and forth, from one person to another
   
   wave   rock   crawl   toss

5. lighted by the sun
   
   sunlit   cloudy   dim   stormy

6. excellent or expert
   
   amateur   unskilled   ace   small
Circle the word that has the same meaning.

1. a tool with many stiff hairs that is used for cleaning, smoothing, or painting something
   - comb  - soap  - **brush**  - toothpaste

2. to wrinkle the forehead to show anger, unhappiness, or confusion
   - grin  - **frown**  - smile  - approve

3. to make or manufacture
   - break  - destroy  - hide  - **produce**

4. to throw back and forth, from one person to another
   - wave  - rock  - crawl  - **toss**

5. lighted by the sun
   - **sunlit**  - cloudy  - dim  - stormy

6. excellent or expert
   - amateur  - unskilled  - **ace**  - small